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By
MAURICE ROBBINS, ARTHUR AND ARNOLD STAPLES
The Taunton River rises in Lake Nippenicket
in Bridgewater, Massachusetts, and, after leaving
Bridgewater, Hows in a general southerly direction
in its journey to the sea at Narragansett Bay. The
drainage basin of this river, which is fairly extens-
ive, (some 300 square miles) is one of low relief,
few hills rising more than one hundred feet above
the plain. To the north, a complex chain of hills
and ridges separates this river system from the
North and Neponset river systems.
The wide valley of the Taunton River is low in
gradiation, and the river, particularly in the Berk-
ley-Dighton region, is bordered by numerous
swamps and marshes from which small, spring-fed
brooks How into the river. Between these lowland
areas the surface often rises abruptly to form knoll-
like hills, the slopes of which offer excellent,
though restricted, camp sites. Most of these eleva-
tions show indications of former occupation.
The head of the tide in the Taunton River is at
present some twenty-five miles from its mouth,
well above the Berkley-Dighton region. Terraces
are a prominent feature of the landscape along the
lower river; one reaches an elevation of about ten
feet above mean water and is readily noticeable
along the eastern shore in Dighton. Several Indian
sites are located on this terrace.
The specific area of interest in this paper lies
just south of the Berkley Bridge, upon which
Center street crosses the river. Approximately a
mile and a quarter below this bridge the river
widens to form a sort of bay which is nearly two
thousand feet in width from Dighton to Assonet.
In this bay are two important sites, Grassy Island,
reported by Delabarre in 1925 and again in 1928,1
and by Johnson and Raup in 1947,2 and Dighton
Rock, known historically as a "writing rock" since
the eighteenth century, and the subject of an
exhaustive paper by Delabarre in 1928.3 Johnson
and Raup have shown that Grassy Island, which
lies near the eastern or Assonet shore of the river,
was once a part of the mainland, and that it was
occupied by Indians at a time when the mean water
level in the river was somewhat lower than at pres-
ent. By means of an elaborate study in which they
explored the geological and botanical aspects of the
problem as well as its archaeological aspects, they
came to the conclusion that a rising water level
forced the abandonment of the site before 1200
A.D. Prior to the work of Johnson and Raup,
Delabarre carried out a series of excavations on
Grassy Island, the results of which were published
in American Anthropologist. The majority of the
material found by Delabarre is now in the collec-
tion of Mr. Rudolph Haffenraffer of Bristol, Rhode
Island. This collection was studied by Johnson and
this study forms a part of his report to which we
will refer later in this paper.
Dighton Rock, which is also situated near the
eastern shore of the river, is a nationally known
monument and has been described in numerous
papers and newspaper accounts. Perhaps the most
exhaustive and accurate discussion of this famous
rock is that written and published by Dr. Dela-
barre3 to which the reader is referred for further
information on this subject.
On the western or Dighton shore of the river,
just north of Cobb's Wharf is an Indian site known
to local collectors as "The Boats", from the presence
of several old hulks which have been drawn up on
the shore at this point. The surface of this site today
is but a few feet above mean water in the river.
This may be another of those sites abandoned by
its occupants several centuries ago when a rising
water level made the river-bank sites undesirable.
Extensive cultivation makes impossible a thorough
investigation of this ancient site. However, Mr.
Edward F. Rose, formerly of Dighton, carried out
a small test at this site in 1952.4 The data reported
by Rose together with the artifacts found by many
surface collectors have been examined by the
writers and seem to indicate a respectable antiquity
comparable to that of sites which have been called
archaic.
Further back from the river and on a terrace
which rises to about nine feet above the present
water level are a number of additional Indian sites.
These are indicated at 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, on Map No. 1.
From these sites collectors have recovered most of
the stone types known to southern New England
archaeology; historic types of clay pottery and
trade goods mark most of these sites as existing into
late historic times.
Approximately one half mile south of the junc-
tion of Somerset avenue (Route No. 138) and
Center street in Dighton, a narrow dirt road or
cart path leaves the main road on one's left (east)
and leads across the tracks of the New York, New
Haven, and Hartford Railway to a cultivated area.
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The road terminates at the base of a rather heavily
forested hill which rises abruptly between the river
and the cultivated area. To one's right (south) a
gentler slope leads to the lesser of two knolls which
are known collectively as Sweet's Knoll. Upon the
nearer of these twin knolls is located the site
described in the following pages. (Map 1.)
This smaller knoll attains an elevation of
approximately thirty feet above mean water in the
river. Although its landward slope is gradual, pro-
viding sufficient level area to induce occupation,
the river slope is quite abrupt. Between the knoll
and its larger twin to the south is a narrow marshy
strip through which a small and unnamed brook
flows into the river. From the top of the knoll one
has an excellent view of the river and the bay to
the south, and to the east across the river to the
highlands of Berkley and Assonet which were
heavily occupied in Indian times.
Possibly because of its limited area this knoll
seems to have escaped the usual surface disturbance
due to ploughing, although there probably has been
a considerable amount of erosion, particularly on
its more abrupt slopes. On the north the removal of
sand and gravel in recent times has encroached
somewhat upon the area occupied by the Indians.
An area of twenty by twenty-four meters was
staked out in two meter squares and examined in
detail to a depth· of somewhat less than a meter.
This takes in practically all of the occupied area so
that our sample may be considered as complete for
this site. (Map No.2.)
The artifacts found, together with the pits,
hearths, and charcoal deposits described below,
conform in general to the usual pattern encoun-
tered in southern New England. However, the dis-
covery of a well made and unusually large bird-
stone is an exception to the usual trait list in the
area. The presence of this artifact in an area in
which, although not entirely unknown, has never
before been described together with its associated
traits, seems to justify a full description of the site.
Our problem then is to discover, if possible,
the nature of the Indian occupation at Sweet's
Knoll and to place it in it's proper chronological
position. To this end we must determine the type
of artifacts found, study their vertical distribution,
and comprehend the relationship which exists
between them and the accompanying pits and
hearths. Finally, by means of an arbitrary classi-
fication system we shall compare these artifacts
with those from other sites to which a space in time
has been assigned.
The vertical occupation at Sweet's Knoll is
confined to a rather narrow band of soil. As it is
situated upon an elevation subject to considerable
erosion in some spots the overburden of loam tends
to be unevenly distributed. The slopes are subject
to the greater amount of wash and are consequently
less heavily mantled than the more level areas
toward the western and northern sections of the
site. An average depth of about sixteen centimeters
of loam was present throughout the excavated area
although there is a recorded variation from ten
centimeters on the slopes to twenty-eight centi-
meters in one or more squares. However, as only
seven artifacts are recorded as having come from
the loam, its relative thickness is of little importance
to this study. About forty per cent of a total of
two hundred artifacts recovered at Sweet's Knoll
were found resting upon the top of the sub-soil at
the base of the loam; the balance being distributed
throughout the succeeding twenty-eight centi-
meters of soil, with a tendency to concentrate in the
upper ten centimeters of sub-soil. The compression
of traits into this relatively thin hori;lOn makes it
difficult to establish stratigraphic horizons. How-
ever, we shall attempt to accomplish this result,
through careful attention to detail.
Chart No. 1 sets forth the available data in
graphic form. The classification system used here is
that adopted by the Massachusetts Archaeological
Society and published in Bulletin XV, Number 1,
October 1953. It seems usual, whenever such a
classification system is alluded to, for the author
to call attention to the arbitrary nature of such a
system and to point out the fact that no relation-
ship may be assumed to exist between the system
and any pattern known and intentionally followed
by those who made the artifacts described. This
has been done in so many instances that this brief
mention of the custom will be deemed sufficient in
this instance.
As usual, the large triangular points were
exceptionally well made, thin in cross-section, and
with a regularity in chipping technique that denotes
the skill of the master craftsman. Some of the other
types, particularly the corner-notched and side-
notched types share this excellence. Small triangu-
lar and small stemmed points, which are present in
significant quantity, are less carefully made. Work-














tion. The aU-aU weight, however (Fig. No. 18),
is well made and highly polished. The bird-stone
(Fig. No. 19) was found in three parts at the
points indicated on Map No.2. This artifact is
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Fig. 18
exceptionally well made and is highly polished. It
is twenty centimeters in length, four centimeters
high at the head and three centimeters at the tail.
The body is triangular in cross-section, tapering
from beak to tail. The base is twenty-two milli-
meters wide at the shoulders and twenty-eight
millimeters wide at the raised bar at the base of
the tail. The tail itself is thirty-five millimeters
wide. Looking along the body from above, a slight
twist is noticeable which makes the bird appear as
if the left eye were cocked toward the sky. The
eyes, which are embossed circles, are raised about
two millimeters and the pupils, which are repre-
sented by smaller circles or buttons, are raised
about one millimeter. The position of the body,
with its upraised, fanned tail, and outthrust head,
suggests the position of a brooding bird perched
upon its nest. This sort of detail would be precisely
that which one would expect from a close observer
of nature. On the front of the body, beneath the
neck, the start of a small drill hole indicates that a
hole was to have been drilled through the body at
an angle to the base. There is no indication of a
similar hole at ~he tail. The material of which the









Willoughby5 says that "These perforations are
doubtless for the passage of cords used for secur-
ing the effigy to the person or to a portion of the
clothing. He places bird-stones in what he calls
Old Algonkain and mentions several specimens
found in Connecticut. In speaking of the distribu-
tion of these curious artifacts he says, "They are
comparatively rare in New England, being confined
principally to the southern and western portions of
these states-the area of distribution of these arti-
facts extends from central New England westward
to Illinois and central Wisconsin, and from central
Ontario southward to the Ohio River and southern
Pennsylvania. A few have been found outside the
area, notably in Kentucky and Tennessee.-Very
few bird amulets have been found in mounds or
recognizable graves. When occurring in graves they
are usually accompanied by implements or orna-
ments of native copper, or, at least such objects
were found in some neighboring graves of the same
period."
Moorehead6 devotes considerable space to
the bird-stone which he thinks is related in char-
acter to bar amulets. He says in regard to their
distribution, "unfinished bird-stones are seldom
found outside of the Ohio-New York-Indiana-
Michigan-Wisconsin area." In a later section
Moorehead says that he believes the bird-stone to
be one of the traits of an early type of Algonkain
culture and mentions several bird-stones found in
graves of that culture in New York state, in which
they were associated with banner-stones, bar-
amulets, drilled tablets, and chipped stone tools of
unspecified types.
The identifiable points found at Sweet's Knoll
were made of various materials as follows: sixty-
four were of white quartz, twenty-four of felsite,
twenty-six of shale or argilite, four of quartzite,
and two of Hint. The choice of material seems to
have been environmental as the materials are avail-
able in about that order. There is some indication
of a preference for felsites for the manufacture of
large triangles and notched types.
Implements from the "middle" zone at Sweet's
Knoll are shown in Figure No. 20 and those from
Grassy Island in Figure No. 21. (From Johnson
and Raup "Grassy Island" Plate II.)
The types of clay pottery recovered at Sweet's
Knoll will be significant when a comparison is made
with that from other sites. Sherds were found at five
separate points but all sherds were within a vertical
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band of soil starting at the junction and extending
four or five centimeters into the sub-soil. At least
four vessels were represented which may be
described as follows:-
I.-A number of sherds, representing perhaps
a third of a medium sized vessel, color buff or tan
outside and gray inside. The temper is course min-
eral and the sherds vary from twelve to fourteen
millimeters in thickness. The pot had been finger
smoothed on the interior and cord-marked on the
exterior. The shape was probably semi-globular. A
dentate decoration, consisting of lines and dots is
present about the neck which was slightly con-
stricted. Despite the fact that this vessel does not
appear to have had a pointed base we have placed
it in the second period as the majority of its
characteristics seem to demand.
2.-Five rim sherds from a small, thin walled
vessel (5-7 mm.) of a fine, mineral tempered paste.
The rim is slightly rounded and somewhat thinner
than the body of the vessel. There is no decoration
on the sherds recovered, both interior and exterior
being remarkably smooth. The color is light tan on
the exterior and gray on the interior, there is no
indication of the base shape but most pots of this
size are semi-globular. The sherds were associated
with Hearth No. 93-1 and a small triangular pro-
jectile point. This vessel is thought to belong to the
second period.
3.-Twelve sherds in an advanced state of dis-
integration on their exterior surfaces. The temper is
a combination of mineral and vegetable fibre. The
interior faces of the sherds are smooth and gray in
color, thickness can not be determined precisely
but is greater than eight millimeters. On the basis
of temper and thickness these sherds are also
assigned to the second period.
4.-The most complete vessel found at the site
consists of a large number of sherds (more than
300) most of them quite small. This was an elab-
orately decorated vessel. The sherds are medium
thin, (5 mm.), the temper a fine mineral, and the
exterior color a reddish tan, interior gray to black.
The sherds seem to have a laminated structure.
The vessel is undoubtedly semi-globular in shape
and the decorations, which cover nearly all of its
exterior, consist of incised lines and deep indenta-
tions, which form triangular and diamond rec-
tangles. The surface within the rectangles is left
smooth. The neck is constricted, the rim extruded
and decorated. The sherds which composed this
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vessel were scattered about an area approximately
seventy-five centimeters in diameter and within a
vertical band no more than five centimeters in
thickness at the junction of the loam and sub-soil.
An attempt is being made to restore this vessel
which, if successful, will be reported in a later
paper. This vessel belongs in the third period.
The pits and hearths found at Sweet's Knoll
number forty-one (see Map 2) twenty-nine of
which were located within a centimeter or two of
the junction. Of the remainder, eight were between
thirteen and twenty-eight centimeters below the
junction and four were at a greater depth between
thirty-four and fifty-five centimeters. We thus have
three groups of pits and hearths according to ver-
tical distribution, one at the junction, one at an
average depth of twenty centimeters and a third
at an average depth of forty-seven centimeters. The
designation of these features as pits or hearths is
upon the basis of construction and depth or thick-
ness. Most hearths are shallow bowl-like basins
constructed of Hat or oval pebbles, while pits are
deeper holes in which no hearth or stone lining was
found. In the case of hearths the earth is burned
or reddened about the feature and there is usually
considerable charcoal in evidence. Pits are usually
round or oval in cross-section and are filled with
discolored earth, they sometimes contain burned
stone and charcoal. To save repetition and space
only a few interesting or typical structures will be
described in detail here.
Hearth No. 87-1
This hearth was located at the junction and
had been constructed with rather large, Hat stones
placed so as to form a bowl like basin. It contained
considerable charcoal. A layer of clam shells on the
surface of the sub-soil about three centimeters in
thickness surrounded this hearth in an area of
about three meters in diameter.
Hearth No. 87-8
This hearth was also located at the junction
and was about one hundred-forty centimeters in
diameter. The hearth consisted of several large,
Hat stones as a base surrounded by a larger number
of fire-burned pebbles. There was little charcoal in
or about this hearth.
Hearth No. 93-1
This was an oval structure, eighty by sixty-five
centimeters and was constructed of fire-burned
pebbles. It was located at the junction. The content
of the hearth was densely black pulverized char-
coal and discolored earth slightly mounded. An
additional deposit of charcoal lay to one side of
the hearth in which were a few pot sherds and a
small triangular point of white quartz.
Hearth No. 93-6
Several Hat stones had been arranged to form
a V-like trough and were supported on a bed of
small fire-cracked stones. The tops of the Hat stones
were at the junction and the hearth measured forty
by forty-five centimeters.
Pit No. 55-1
A pit seventy centimeters in diameter and
seventy centimeters in depth starting at the junc-
tion. In profile the pit appeared to be lined with a
layer of yellow soil about eight centimeters thick.
The pit contained discolored earth containing bits
of charcoal with a concentration of charcoal and
fire-cracked stones at the bottom.
Pit No. 108-1
A pit about twenty centimeters in diameter
and twenty-five centimeters deep, starting at the
junction. The pit contained closely packed oyster
shells except at the base where the fill was solid
charcoal.
Hearth No. 87-2
This double bowled hearth was one of the
most interesting found at this site. It seemed as if
no single stone were out of place. The stones of
which it was constructed were larger than usual
at this site. The larger bowl consisted of several
Hat stones laid on end at an angle of about forty-
five degrees, these formed the southwest side of the
bowl, the deepest part of the bowl was at the
lower end of these Hat stones. The bottom of the
bowl then sloped gently upward to the northeast
edge, as if it were intended to reHect heat towards
the south west. The second bowl was somewhat
shallower than the first but none the less carefully
constructed. Beside the larger bowl and forming a
part of it was a Hat stone placed in a level posi-
tion, one end being a part of the edge or curbing
of the hearth. The center of this Hat stone had been
hollowed slightly to a depth of two centimeters.
One got the impression that this was a dish or plate
used as a receptacle beside the fireplace.
Hearth No. 87-6
This was a bowl shaped hearth, well formed
and undisturbed. It was fifty-eight centimeters in




A horse-shoe shaped hearth consisting of five
large, Hat stones sloping toward the center of the
hearth. These large stones were supported upon a
bed of smaller fire-burned stones. In and below the
hearth was a quantity of charcoal and stained soil.
The top was at thirteen centimeters below the
junction.
Hearth No. 209-1
A large bowl shaped hearth some forty-four
centimeters below the junction. It was constructed
from fairly large stones and contained a quantity
of pulverized charcoal.
The measurements to establish the depth at
which each artifact was found were taken from the
present surface and, in the case of an artifact below
the junction, a second measurement was taken to
record the distance below that junction. In addition
each artifact is located as "in the loam", "at or on
the junction", or "in the subsoil". This method of
stating vertical distances imposes certain difficulties
which become apparent when one attempts to
correlate them. The color horizon known as "the
junction" is an unstable and at best a very fuzzy,
indefinite line and often the location of an artifact
as on or at it is a matter of judgment. Then too
the depth of the loam and the consequent depth
of the point called the "junction" varies greatly
throughout the site. In some instances, for example,
implements found within a given square or in
adjacent squares are recorded as "at the junction",
yet there is a considerable variation in their depth
from the surface.
One has no good reason to assume that this
color horizon, which has been called the "junc-
tion", represents an old surface and that there is a
direct relationship between it and the surface upon
which the previous occupants lived. On the other
hand the presence of the tops of so many hearths
and pits and the concentration of artifacts at this
point tends to bring one to that conclusion. Of
course, some few of the artifacts may have been
redeposited here by some natural action but, since
no one can determine which may be in situ and
which redeposited, the tendency to explain away
on this ground the presence of a typologically dis-
placed artifact must be avoided. The tops of pits
and hearths may well have been somewhat higher
than that at which they have been recorded, the
discoloration encountered being emphasized in the
lighter colored soil below the junction. There
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seems to be much less chance that the tops of pits
and hearths more deeply buried have been
affected.
Bullen in his "Culture Dynamics of Eastern
Massachusetts" has noted certain associations
between artifact types and vertical deposition.
These associations have been, in some instances,
confirmed by other authors7. Referring to Chart 2
(which is taken from Bullen with slight alterations
in nomenclature) one will note that three cultural
periods or horizons are postulated. A lower or
Archaic period, a middle period, which has been
sub-divided into two parts, and an upper period
ending shortly after historical contact. According to
present knowledge the lower of these three horizons
is preceeded by a yet earlier one in which fluted
points occur. Bullen in his "Cultural Growth and
Change in Eastern Massachusetts9" shows these
periods in graphic form and includes the lower or
Paleo-Indian period.
The lower or Archaic horizon is characterized
by the presence of corner-removed and other large,
stemmed points, semi-lunar knives, (early in some
areas), hammerstones, knives of the stemmed and
stemless variety, drills, and scrapers. The tendency
of projectile points to be large and heavy suggests
a predominance of spears over bows and arrows,
if, indeed, this latter weapon was used at all.
According to Bullen no banner-stones, or atl-atl
weights, have been found in this early period which
is surprising if spears were the usual weapon. How-
ever, the discovery of atl-atl weights in the lowest
horizon at Wapanucket in Middleboro suggests that
this view may be altered as additional data becomes
available.
The transition between lower and middle peri-
ods is marked by the introduction of small stemmed
and small triangular points, possibly coincident te)
the introduction of the bow and arrow. Bullen also
thinks that "the impetus of change", in this instance,
moved from south to north. He cites several rea-
sons for this thought among which are the great
quantities of small triangular and stemmed pro-
jectile points found in southern New England as
compared with the numbers found in Maine, and
the "apparent" mixture of these small points with
corner-removed"'types at Grassy Island. During the
early part of this middle period choppers, gouges,
pestles, plummets, grooved axes, and, in southern
New England, semi-lunar knives appear. Although
Bullen does not mention the presence of steatite
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sherds in any of his middle period sites, William
S. Fowler8 shows that the steatite industry was most
important during this period in southern New Eng-
land. The writers believe that steatite bowls are a
characteristic of the early part of the middle period
prior to the introduction of the first clay pottery,
as the development of a steatite industry as well as
a clay technique must have taken a long time and
the period must consequently be of respectable
duration. As the middle period progresses, types of
side-notched points appear as well as the first clay
pottery which Bullen calls Vinette Type 1 (M.A.S.
Standard Period 1 or Early Pottery). According to
Bullen this early pottery is "thick" averaging one
centimeter, abundantly tempered with coarsely
ground quartz or granite; and frequently having a
reddish hue. Vessels are constructed by coiling,
have pointed bottoms, straight or excurvate sides,
and predominately rounded rims. Both inner and
outer surfaces are cord malleated.
In southern New England the final or upper
period is marked by the rapid development of clay
pottery, a tendency toward large and well made
triangular points and a reduction of the use of
heavy comer-removed types, the introduction of
stone and clay tobacco pipes, and grooveless axes
or celts. In the final stage of the period trade goods
appear.
All of the six latter pottery stages are placed
within this upper horizon. ( M.A.S. Standards-
three stages). These are described as follows:-
INTERMEDIATE
EARLY. Sherds are medium thick, (7-8 mm.)
medium course mineral tempered; and tan to gray
in color. Vessels are coiled, have pointed bottoms,
straight sides with sometimes a suggestion of neck
.constriction and rounded but sometimes flattened
rims. Occasionally rims are notched. Decoration
consists of cord malleations on the outer surfaces
only, rocker, scallop shell and dentate impressions,
jabbed imprints, and dashed or trailed lines made
with various tools. Except for cord-malleations,
decoration is usually confined to the upper part of
the vessel.
exterior. Commonly decorated on shoulder, neck,
and rim with imprints of a cord-wound stick.
LATE PRE-HISTORIC
1. Sherds reasonable thin, (5 mm. ) temper
finely crushed rock or shell, brownish in color.
Rims rounded. Decoration consists of imprints of a
cord-wrapped stick. Designs include triangles, dia-
monds, and platted areas are found on the side
below the rim.
2. Sherds are medium thin, (5 to 6 mm.) shell
tempered, and black, gray-brown, or tan in color.
Sherds have a laminated structure, and vessels were
not made by coiling. Usually they have a con-
stricted neck; flaring everted rim; and a semi-
globular body. Exterior surfaces are covered with
impressions of fabric or cord-wrapped paddles over
which shallow lines have been incised at the neck.
Occasionally paddle marks are partially smoothed
over. Incision consists of straight lines parallel to
the rim, multiple straight lines (usually three in
number) which form a triangular or connected V
design, or a combination of these motifs.
3. Sherds usually thin (3 mm.), small globu-
lar vessels with constricted necks and everted
mouths. The color is usually gray. Temper finely
crushed rock, sometimes mica-schist, occasionally
shell. Bodies covered with fabric-wrapped paddle
imprints which have been partially smoothed over
or rubbed out. Necks are left smooth (undeco-
rated) or else their surfaces, having been imprinted,
are platted with the edge or comer of a wrapped
paddle.
HISTORIC WARE
Sherds are gray or tan, temper fine mineral or
shell. Iroquois like collars and castellations. Tri-
angular areas or chevrons are usually incised on the
collars. Decoration may be imprint instead of
incised.
In our Chart 2 the pottery has been classified
according to the M.A.S. standard which correlates




......... Period 2LATE. Similar to Early but usually shell tem-
pered (sometimes vegetable or mineral tempered).
Definite but slight neck constriction, rims nearly all
flattened and usually wider than the walls. Fre-
quently channeled on the inner surface. May be
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SWEET'S KNOLL
Keeping in mind the foregoing outline of
Bullen's conclusions, supported in many instances
by other archaeologists, we may proceed to draw
some conclusions concerning Sweet's Knoll.
As would be expected some traits are missing
from the Sweet's Knoll category and some, which
are present, seem out of context, such as the bird-
stone. However the traits seem to indicate a division
into two cultural periods which can be correlated in
a general way with Bullen's "upper" and "middle",
(Fowler's Stone Bowl, except for clay pottery, and
Ceramic Agricultural.) The absence of late pre-
historic and historic pottery and trade goods sug-
gests that occupation ceased prior to contact times.
The finding of a fair number of large triangular
points, a respectable quantity of small triangular
and stemmed points, together with corner and side-
notched points, accompanied by clay pottery of the
second and third period in the three upper levels
(Loam-Junction-O-5 cm. sub-soil) leads us to the
assumption that this is a valid horizon which can
be correlated with Bullen's "upper" period. This
assumption is further strengthened by the appear-
ance within this horizon of so many of the pits and
hearths found at the site.
The postulation of a "middle" horizon is based
upon the continued presence of small stemmed
points, which according to Bullen first appeared at
this stage, and an increasing number of heavy
corner-removed points, the chopper, the presence
in this horizon only of eared points, and the
absence of clay pottery, in the soil below -5 centi-
meters. The bird-stone and the atl-atl weight occur
in this period. If this simple form of atl-atl weight
(Fig. 18) is actually a throwing stick weight it
would seem comfortable in this period in which
the weight of projectile points indicates at least a
'partial dependence upon this weapon. On the other
hand several pits and hearths are associated with
this horizon, some of which penetrated deeply
enough into the soil to have permitted those who
dug them to have encountered artifacts from a still
deeper archaic horizon, if such exists. Four very
deep hearths at Sweet's Knoll may indicate the
presence of such a horizon. Both the atl-atl weight
and the bird-stone may have come from this earlier
horizon. We believe, however, that the work of
Moorehead and Willoughby indicate that the bird-
stone more properly belongs in the "middle" period.
If an archaic horizon exi~ts at Sweet's Knoll
the only evidence found is the four deep hearths
previously mentioned. No artifacts were found
associated with these hearths.
The relationship between Sweet's Knoll and
two near-by sites, Grassy Island and The Boats is
interesting. The site known as "The Boats" is indi-
cated at 2 on Map 1. This is a river bank site and
its surface is only slightly elevated above mean
water in the river. The cultivated area, about two
acres in extent, has been hunted by local collectors
continuously for many years and is famous as a
source of fine gouges, plummets, and semi-lunar
knives. As far as the writers are aware the only
excavations made at this site was that done by Mr.
Edward F. Rose4. Mr. Rose selected an area
approximately one hundred feet removed from the
river, northwest from the cultivated area, and
slightly higher in elevation than the rest of the site.
Rose reports the discovery of twenty-one "refuse
pits" and a rectangular, black area surrounded by
post molds and presumed to represent a house Hoor.
A total of five hundred thirty-five artifacts are
reported by Rose, the majority of which are said
to have occured as caches in the above mentioned
pits. In some instances these deposits were accom-
panied by red ochre "in great quantity", bone that
was "identified as human", charcoal, shell, and ani-
mal bone. The combination suggests graves rather
than refuse pits.
Included in the trait list are pestles, T-base
drills, grooved axes, a celt, a drilled pendant, small
triangular, small stemmed, tapered stem, corner-
removed, eared, side-notched, and diamond type
projectile points. Eared and side-notched points
predominate, comprising fifty of the eighty-one
points listed.
Somewhat confusing is the statement by Rose
that the cache implements "consisted for the most
part of knives and spear points" while the list of
typed points contains only eighty-one points and
three spear points.
The presence of semi-lunar knives among the
material from the surface of "The Boats" suggests
that there is an archaic horizon at this site at a
depth which allows artifacts from it to be brought
to the surface by plowing.
Rose compares his trait list to those of Potter
Pond,lO Ragged Mountain,ll and Nunkatusset.12
Due to the common occurence at all of these sites
of eared projectile points, eared drills, tapered stem
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reamers he concludes that the area at "The Boats"
excavated by him is from the horizon postulated
for the other three sites, namely the "Soap Stone
Bowl" horizon suggested by Fowler.
Many of the traits found at "The Boats" are
missing from the Sweet's Knoll site. For example
there are no grooved axes, celts, pendants, eared
drills, or pipe reamers in the trait list. No steatite
in any form was found at Sweet's Knoll. There is,
however, a slight similarity between Sweet's Knoll
"middle" and the Rose section of "The Boats" in
that eared points occur in both while large triangles
and pottery are absent. Although there may be
some overlap it seems probable that these two sites
were partially comparable in time.
A direct comparison between Sweet's Knoll
and Grassy Island is somewhat difficult. The only
source of information on Grassy Island available to
the authors is that contained in the Report by John-
son and Raup2 in which a classification system very
different from the M.A.S. Standard and the Bullen
system7 is used. Furthermore the Grassy Island
trait list is a composite one combining the artifacts
found by Johnson and those from the Delabarre
collections found several years ago. An appeal
directly to these. artifacts is impossible. We have
reproduced Johnsons Plate II (Fig. 21) so that our
readers may compare the Grassy Island artifacts
with those found in the "middle" horizon at Sweet's
Knoll (Fig. 20) Johnson does not use the terms
small triangular, small stemmed, or eared point but
includes these types as trianguloid, corner-notched;
lanceolate, concave base; trianguloid, stemmed (all
forms); etc. There is no way, in the absence of the
Grassy Island
Large Triangular 0








Side-notched or eared 3
Small stemmed or eared 67·













actual artifact, of determining, for example, how
many eared points were present. With these limi-
tations in mind we have attempted to reclassify the
artifacts reported from Grassy Island so as to pro-
duce the following comparison with artifacts from
Sweet's Knoll.
°Probably most of these points are small stemmed rather
than eared points but it is certain that some eared points
occured at Grassy Island as this type appear in Plate II.
At first glance it would appear that there is
little in common between Grassy Island and Sweet's
Knoll. However, close attention to detail reveals
several interesting facts. Grassy Island and Sweet's
Knoll Middle share a total lack of large triangular
points and clay pottery, eared points appear only
in the middle zone at Sweet's Knoll and they are
present at Grassy Island. On this slender bit of both
positive and negative evidence the writers assume
that a relationship exists between Grassy Island,
the Rose section of "The Boats" and Sweet's Knoll
Middle.
The following conclusions concerning Sweet's
Knoll are thought by the writers to be valid-
1. Sweet's Knoll is a small camp site at which
occupation was slight. Because of its location on a
knoll or hilltop overlooking the river and because
of the limited area available it was what one might
term an observation site rather than a living area.
2. That two archaeological horizons or peri-
ods existed here which are comparable to Bullen's
Upper and Middle occupations and that if a third
component exists it is known only from the pres-
ence of four deep hearths.
3. That Sweet's Knoll Upper is an Agricul-
tural-Ceramic Occupation which, on the basis of
Pottery types may be considered as pre-historic
(pre 1600 A.D.) and by inference from the Grassy
Island report, post Grassy Island (c.a. 1200 A.D.)
4. That Sweet's Knoll Middle is a pre-
ceramic, pre-agricultural occupation roughly com-
parable to Grassy Island, The Rose section of "The
Boats", and a bit more closely related to the Cape
Cod sites of Bullen's chart than to the Shawsheen
Valley Sites. If this assumption be correct Sweet's
Knoll Middle was occupied before C.A. 1200 A.D.
Dighton, Massachusetts
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The authors acknowledge with thanks the excellent
art work of William S. Fowler in Figures 18-19 and 20. We
are also indebted to Mr. Frederick Johnson for permission
to reproduce Figure No. 21 from the Grassy Island report
and to Mr. Ripley P. Bullen for permission to use the chart
and quote extensively from his "Culture Dynamics". All of
the excavations at Sweet's Knoll were done by Arthur and
Arnold Staples, Maurice Robbins collaborated only in the
writing of this paper.
TWO BURIALS ON THE SLOCUM RIVER
By
DOUGLAS S. ByERS
Two burials which were exposed by Hurricane
Carol have furnished us with a new class of Indian
artifact and a form of clay pipe that seems to be new
for New England. They had been placed in a grave
on a small hill on the west side of the Slocum River,
Bristol County, where there is a house now main-
tained as a hunting camp. Through the interest of
Mr. William M. Austin who invited us to visit the
site, Frederick Johnson and I were able to secure an
almost perfect example of a bone spoon, hitherto
unreported, and a small obtuse-angle pipe. These
articles, together with a pestle, accompanied one
burial. If anything accompanied the second, it was
lost when the bluff collapsed and exposed the grave.
The core of the hill is composed of hard-packed
unsorted glacial sediments ranging from clay to
boulders about eighteen inches in diameter. The
bluff on the southeast side of the hill had been cut
back as much as ten feet in places by storm-driven
seas. On the exposed face we could see not only
the grave, but remains of a pit approximately two
feet in diameter extending a foot below the loam.
This sandy loam ranges from four to eight inches in
depth, and is thinner on the higher parts of the
hill. Scattered fragments of shell which were to be
seen could have been brought there by gulls or
recent visitors as easily as by Indians. Beneath the
loam we could distinguish a zone in which stones
were all of about the same size, possibly sorted by
frost action during glacial or immediately post-
glacial times. The hole was slightly cemented
and extremely hard to dig in.
A small shell heap on the crest of a beach at
the south side of the hill had been severely washed
by storms, and only a thin remnant could be seen
at the time of our visit. A few shallow pits were
visible in the bluff directly behind the heap where
it was not blanketed by refuse.
When the bluff collapsed, taking part of the
grave, all but the lower legs and feet of one indi-
vidual went with it; the greater part of the second
skeleton remained in place. All bones at the base
of the bluff, and some bones which protruded from
the bluff, including the second skull, were removed
and carried to the house. At the same time, a pestle
which projected was withdrawn and taken in. When
we arrived, it was inserted in the hole from which
it had been pulled.
Enough of the skeleton remained in place to
show that the body had been flexed, and placed in
the grave lying on its left side, with the head to the
southwest. The position of the feet and lower
legs of the second skeleton indicated that in all
probability, it, too, had been flexed, and placed on
its left side with the head in approximately the
same direction.
The pestle and the bones which were not in
place when we arrived, were kept by Mr. Austin,
but we brought back with us the other specimens
which are illustrated full size in the accompanying
drawings by Mrs. Theodore L. Stoddard. These
were treated and restored in the museum at
Andover. Without the full complement of skeletal
material, it is impossible to determine accurately
the age and sex of the individuals involved, but it
appears likely that the bones which we removed
are those of an adult male.
The pestle had been placed parallel to the
forearms, and was probably in contact with the
burial. The-small clay pipe lay beside the pestle
and may have been damaged when the pestle was
put back into the mold from which it had been
withdrawn. The bone spoon had been placed
beneath the body, upside down, and was warped
and broken.
Incised lines on the bowl of the pipe form a
typically Owasco-Iroquoian motif, but beyond this,
execution on this specimen does not permit precise
identification. The shape of the pipe is quite
characteristic of the obtuse-angle pipes of the
Canandaigua Aspect of the Owasco, as illustrated
and described by Ritchie in his Pre-Iroquoian Oc-
cupations of New York State, and we shall prob-
ably be safe in ascribing it to an expression of that
cultural horizon. A series of cuts around the base
of the bowl show that the original owner had con-
templated saving a favorite pipe, and perhaps put-
ting a new stem on it. This in itself is sufficient to
suggest that the pipe was not seriously damaged
when the pestle was put back into the mold.
The bone spoon is the best example of this
class of article that I have been privileged to
examine. There is a slight longitudinal curvature,
so that at its lowest point, the edge at the top in the
illustration is a half inch below the two ends. At
its greatest depth, the bottom of the bowl is a half
inch below the rim. Very fine transverse cuts on
the inner surface of the bowl show the way in
which it was finished, but on the lip and in the
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Fig. 22 Spoon and Clay Pipe
handle, marks of these cuts are obscured by the
fibrous character of the cancellous tissue of the
bone. The outer surface has been rubbed smooth,
and must have exhibited a high polish before the
spoon was placed in the grave.
The spoon was given to Miss Barbara Law-
rence and Dr. Charles P. Lyman of the Museum of
Comparative Zoology for study and examination in
the hope that they might be able to identify the
animal from which the original bone was taken. I
am indebted to them for the following information.
So extensive was the work on the bone that it
almost obliterated characteristics by which it could
be identified. The remnants of a spongy interior
enclosed in a hard outer layer appear cetacean.
The bone seems to have been thin walled in pro-
portion to its diameter, a characteristic of some
whale pelvic bones. Further, the general shape
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and curvature of this fragment suggest very per-
suasively those of a sperm whale's pelvis. Although
it is tempting to think of this type of spoon as
further proof of maritime activity on the part of the
Indians, the bones could have been obtained from
carcasses of animals cast up on the shore.
That we were able to preserve and restore it is
fortunate, for it adds a new and hitherto unillus-
trated type of utensil to the wooden and copper
spoons which are already known and recorded.
Indeed, this seems to be the prototype of the copper
spoon and illustrated by Willoughby in Figure
129, d, on page 239, of his Antiquities of the New
England Indians.
Andover, Mass.
April 1955
